Nasa isn’t real
That photoshopped?
Super fake!!
The earth is flat!!!!!
Totally flat.
This is photoshopped #fakeearth
¿Alguien cree en esas imágenes? Son muy falsas.
Fake! 100%
Where are the stars?
Flat earth.
You have a smartphone, Google “Nasa Apollo Van Allen Belts”.
The earth looks very flat in this picture.
HaHa looks fake.
Where's all the land mass at, why can't we see any stars?
Water always maintains its level. Yes or no? Because all the stars revolve around the POLARIS star? Do you think man has
gone to the moon?
That’s what they want you to think... it will all make sense soon #flatearth
You can't see stars under the swimming pool.
Is this so nice looking but weird looking, I’m looking up or down I don’t understand.
Who would have thought 2500 years after Aristotle declared the Earth round that there would still be fools who think it's flat. No
one has ever shown the curvature of the earth. NASA does not have a real photo of the earth. On his official website of the
nasa says that all images are processed by computer.
Can we please get a video of someone recording whole earth?
A spectacular fake.
Fake.
Earth is flat.
Omg you actually believe nasa exists?
Do you actually think the earth is flat?
Do you actually believe these pictures?
Great to see photos of earth that don't include Trump or Republicans.
If you think that’s a real photo you’ve been brainwashed.
Why would NASA even want to lie about the shape of the earth?
Che bel giocattolo. Che bella caffettiera.
With this all satellites you are destroying orbite of the moon. I have seen the moon and I think that it is falling to the earth.
If you could prove how it's fake I would love to hear! Meanwhile don't tell your children fake facts.
NASA has a huge budget to make all these fake videos and pictures by yours truly DISNEY. Space bubbles.
Fake, Fake and more Fake.
The earth is flat.
Really good photoshop I must admit.
Mano bueno yo veo más la parte de diseño mano y mega fake pues alto enfoque mano quien toma esa foto mano? Un
astronauta y tal?
You guys are all, space stations and sending humans into space and stuff, and I’m over here still tryin to figure out fax
machines!!!!
Roberto, yo siempre dije que la tierra no era plana.

